The general reference for most terms used in this paper is [2] . In this paper we assume (A, T, tr) is a transformation group. X will always be assumed to be a uniform space where the Hausdorff topology in X is induced by the uniformity. T will be assumed to be generative, that is, T is isomorphic to RmXlnXC where R is the additive group of real numbers, / is the additive group of integers, m and n are nonnegative integers, and C is a compact abelian group [4] . 5 will denote a closed replete semigroup in T. The 5-limit set of yEX, 5", is defined by Sy = r\t£s Cl (ytS) [l] . Definition 1. The orbit of a point yEX is said to be uniformly 5-Lyapunov stable with respect to BEX provided that for each index a of A there is an index 8 of A such that if wEBf\yt'B for some t'ET then wtEyt'ta for all tES.
Lemma 1. Let Cl(yS) be compact. In order that the orbit of each point of 5" be uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS^JSy it is necessary and sufficient that the orbit of y be uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to Sy.
Proof. Assume the orbit of y is uniformly 5-Lyapunov stable with respect to 5" and let xESv. We will show that the orbit of x is uniformly 5-Lyapunov stable with respect to ySUSy. Let a an index of X be given and let 8 be a symmetric index of A with the property that B2Eot. There exists a symmetric index 5 of A with the property that if zESyr\yt'S2 lor some t'ET then ztEyt'tB for all tES. Let zEyS^JSy such that zExt'b for some t'ET. Then there exists a t"ET such that if zEyS, z=yt" or if zESy then yf'Ezh. In either case yt"tEztB for all tES. However, yt"Ext'b2 which implies that yt"tExt'tB for all tES. Thus, ztExt'ta lor all tES.
Assume that the orbit of each point of Sy is uniformly 5-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS^JSy. Let a, an index of A, be given and let i8bea symmetric index of A such that j32C«-For each xE|5" there exists a symmetric Sy such that 5j,CU"-i Xi8Xi. Let 5 be a symmetric index index of X with the property that 5Cfi?_i 8»r Let zESyHyt'b for some t'ET.
There exists an integer l<j<n such that zExj8Xj. This implies ztExjtfi for all /G-S. Since 5C5I;, yi'Gz5Cz5xy which implies y/'Gx^..
Thus, yt'tExjtj3 for all iG-S. This statement together with the previous statement implies that ztEyt'ta for all tES. Thus the orbit of y is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to Sy. Corollary 1. // Cl(yS) is compact and the orbit of y is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to Sy then Sy is a minimal set which is the closure of a uniformly almost periodic orbit.
Proof. We first show that Sv is a minimal set. Let x, zESy and a, an index of X, be given. Let (3 be a symmetric index of X with the property that (32Ea. Lemma 1 implies that the orbit of x is uniformly .S-Lyapunov stable with respect to ySVJSy. Hence, there exists an index y of X such that if wE(yS{JSy)r\xt'y ior some t'ET then wtExt'tB for all tES. There exists a qES such that yqExy. This implies yqtExtfi for all tES. Since SvEC\(y(qS)) and zG-Sj, it follows that for some bES yqbEzfi. However yqbExbj3 thus xbEza. This implies that Cl(xF) = Sy. Hence Sy is a minimal set. We now show that if xESy then the orbit of x is uniformly almost periodic. Let a, an index of X, be given and let /3 be a symmetric index of X with the property that /32G«-Since the orbit of x is uniformly .S-Lyapunov stable with respect to Sy there exists an index 5 of X such that if zESyr\xt'o2 for some t'ET then ztExt'tfi for all tES.
Sy is a compact minimal set which implies that x is almost periodic [2, 4.05 ]. There exists a syndetic set AET such that xaExb for all aEA. We now show that the syndetic set A will satisfy the requirement of the orbit of x being uniformly almost periodic. Let tE T and aEA he given. From the continuity of the mapping there exists an index a of X such that if zExa then zaExab. Once again using the almost periodicity of x there exists a syndetic set BET such that xbExy for all bEB where y is an index of X with the property that yEa~r\o. Since B is syndetic, tB~x is also syndetic in T. Thus, using [2, 6 .17] it follows that tB~ir\S^0. Let bEB so that tb^ES. Using the definition of B and y it follows that xbExyExa. Thus xbaExab. Since aEA it follows that x&aGx52. This implies xta = xba(tb~1) Extb-1^ or (1) xta E xtb^jS.
Using the definition of 7 it follows that xbExh. This implies that xbitb-^Eixtb-1^ or (2) xt E xtb-%
Combining (1) and (2) with the fact that 8 is symmetric implies that xta E xtB2 C xta.
This proves that the orbit of x is uniformly almost periodic.
In the case T = R, this corollary generalizes a theorem of Nemyckii Proof. It follows from the above corollary that Sy is a minimal set and that T is uniformly almost periodic on 5". Let xESy. We have only to show that xT = Sy = C\ixT). Since Sy is compact it follows from [2, 3.09 ] that x is periodic.
Assume there exists a zESy such that z E xT. From the uniform 5-asymptotic stability of the orbit of y there exists a symmetric index a of A such that if wESyf~\yta then wt' j syt for some t'ET. Since xESy and 5j,CCl(y5) there exists a hES such that xEyha. Sy ECliyihS)) implies there exists a hES such that zEyhha. Hence xt't ,yh and zt" t ,yhh for some t', t"ET. This implies that zt" | ,xht'.
Since zExT, zt"' j^xht'■ Thus there exists an index 7 of A such that zt"Eixkt')y.
Let 8 he a symmetric index of A with the property that /33C7-Since T is uniformly almost periodic on Sy there exists a syndetic set AET such that if wESy then (1) wa E wB for all aEA. By Lemma 1 it follows that there exists an index S of A such that il wESy and rESyr\iwt')8 for some t'ET then rpEwt'pB for all pES. Since zt" | ,xt2t' there exists a qES such that (zt"qp) E(xt2t'qp)8 for all pES. Let zt" = z', xt' = x' and pxES. From the preceding statement we have
for all tES. S is a replete semigroup in T thus qpxS is also a replete semigroup in 5. From [2, 6 .14] it follows that AC\qpxSj^0. If qpx = q' then q'bEAC^q'S for some bES. Using (1) and (2) it follows that
This implies that s'G (x't2)fizE(x'h)y which is a contradiction. Thus xT = Sy. However, Sy is compact and C\(xT)ESv thus xF=Cl(xF) which proves that x is periodic.
Lemma 1 implies that the orbit of x is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS. In the same manner as in the proof of this lemma it follows that the orbit of x is uniformly S-asymptotically stable with respect to yS. Definition 4. A point yEX is S-Lyapunov stable with respect to BEX provided that for each index a of X there exists an index f3 of X such that if wEBC^yfi then wtEyta for all tES.
Definition 5. A point yG^ is S-asymptotically stable with respect to BEX provided there exists an index a of I such that if zEBC\ya then y f szt' for some t'ET. Theorem 2. Let Cl(yS) be compact. If Sy consists of exactly one periodic orbit which is S-asymptotically stable and S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS then the orbit of y is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable and uniformly S-asymptotically stable with respect to Sv.
Proof. Let xESy. Then xT = xK for some compact subset K of T. Thus x being S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS implies that its orbit is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS. By Lemma 1 the orbit of y is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to Sy. In the same manner it can be shown that the orbit of y is uniformly S-asymptotically stable with respect to Sy. In case T = R it can be shown that if xESy and xT = Sy and x is S-asymptotically stable with respect to yS then the orbit of x is uniformly S-Lyapunov stable with respect to yS. The converse of this statement is also valid.
